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According to Feminist Theory, the social construction of gender is carried out through 
ritualistic or performative acts in everyday life. The idea of “doing” gender, or the 
“understanding of gender as a routine accomplishment embedded in everyday interaction” has 
been commonplace in this field for over three decades (West and Zimmerman 125). 
Contemporary French author Anna Gavalda toys with typical gender stereotypes in her novel 
Ensemble c'est tout creating characters who “do” gender and culture utilizing a mix of 
stereotypical and subversive gender traits.
In this thesis I will discuss and analyze how Gavalda's main characters simultaneously 
accept and reject many gender stereotypes, displaying a variety of masculine and feminine traits 
in their daily lives, performing their genders in an unconventional fashion, and promoting an 
ideal of androgynous behavior. In the end, Gavalda manages to create a sort of “spatial justice” 
in which the characters fulfill more than just the traditional roles society expects from them.
The majority of Gavalda's work integrates French culture, specifically the French meal, 
in order to set the tone. True to form, she highlights the importance of commensality in French 
society with considerable amounts of the story's intrigue taking place around meals. The meals 
themselves become performative acts, ritualized and carried out in much the same way as 
gender. Gavalda promotes the institution of the French “repas” and the conviviality that 
accompanies it. 
Her representations of food and gender beg a variety of questions relating to the role of 
the modern French woman's appetite and femininity, hierarchies in (and out) of the kitchen, as 
well as the notion of class in relation to eating well. By combining typical gender expectations 
with more subtle subversion of societal roles, is Gavalda in fact cooking up a recipe for an 
androgynous kitchen? The integration of these gender behaviors built around the institution of 
the French “repas” underscores a shift in the current societal standards promoting a new 
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Anna Gavalda, born in 1970 at Boulogne-Billancourt to typical “soixante-huitard” 
parents, is the oldest of four children. In an effort to simplify their lives, her parents moved the 
family from the Parisian suburbs to the country when Anna was nine. This abrupt change of 
scenery led to many changes in her life, notably her move to Catholic school, which she refers to 
as a “rude awakening.”  She spent a year as an Au Pair in Colorado in 1987 and went on to study 
at the Sorbonne in Paris in the nineties. 
After finishing university she became a French teacher, writing on the side as a hobby, 
and bursting onto the French literary scene in 1999 with her collection of short stories Je 
voudrais que quelqu'un m'attende quelque part, selling over 200,000 copies, for which she won 
the RTL-Lire literary grand prize in 2000. She was largely unaware of her own success due to 
her simultaneous divorce (Crignon, Le Nouvel Observateur). She published her first novel Je 
l'aimais in 2003; her first young adult book 35 kilos d'espoir, came out in 2002, followed by her 
international bestseller Ensemble c'est tout in 2004,  La Consolante in 2008, and most recently 
L'Échappée belle (2009). Additionally, she has won the France Inter award for her short story 
“La Plus Belle Lettre d'Amour.”  She is a columnist for Elle magazine and a jury member for the 
Angoulême International Comics Festival. Gavalda is a single mother of two and she currently 
resides in Melun, France. The majority of autobiographical information on Gavalda is sparse, 
and what is available is often vague, something she claims is because, “je suis moi-même assez 
vague” (Message to Abby Heraud). 
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Gavalda has been a huge success, topping bestseller lists both in France and abroad due 
to the approachability of her stories and the sentimentality of her characters. She has been 
referred to as a Dorothy Parker à la française (“Upstairs at the Square”) and she dislikes the 
fame and celebrity that have come with her success. She was heavily criticized in early 2008 by 
fans and critics alike for making a public statement directed towards the media world, indicating 
that she would make herself scarce when it came to interviews and other media coverage. This 
was a change from what she had done in the past; however, Gavalda reassured the public she 
would always be “attentive” to her  readers. I was able to put this to the test myself, submitting 
various questions for Ms. Gavalda with regard to her novel Ensemble c'est tout as well as her 
personal life, receiving quick, friendly answers, and striking up a nice correspondence. 
Gavalda's work has been translated into over thirty eight languages, and despite the 
exponential increase in the interest in her work, as well as various “better” offers, she has 
remained faithful to the small publishing house, Le Dilettante, that gave her the opportunity to 
publish when no one else would (Crignon, Le Nouvel Observateur). Two of her novels, Je 
l'aimais and Ensemble c'est tout have recently been adapted to the big screen, and there is talk of 
making a made-for-TV movie out of 35 kilos d'espoir which has been played out on stage in 
France as well (“35 kilos d'espoir”). 
Gavalda's novels are a mix of contemporary literary techniques and modern pop culture 
(from the omission of personal pronouns to a detailed musicology of Marvin Gaye, as well as 
extensive use of Franglais etc.) interwoven with traditionally “French” elements ranging from 
tidbits of French history and daily culture to intricate scenes built around the momentous 
occasion that is the French “repas” or meal.
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Ensemble c'est tout displays many of these elements and is a contemporary tale set in 
Paris. It is the story of four very different, rather lonely individuals, whose paths cross rather 
coincidentally. Camille Fauque, Philibert Marquet de la Durbellière (or Philou as he is 
affectionately referred to), Franck Lestafier, and Paulette Lestafier are the main characters in the 
novel, all marginalized in one way or another from the world around them. 
Camille is a failing artist who cleans offices at night; she displays all the characteristics 
of someone suffering from anorexia and lives alone in a tiny, out-dated attic apartment. Philibert 
is the black sheep of a long-standing aristocratic family that is in the midst of losing its stature 
and fortune; he shames his father because of his speech impediment, working class job, and lack 
of desire to fulfill his upper class social obligations. Philibert begins to overcome his difficulties 
as the novel progresses, thanks to the help of Franck and Camille as well as his quirky fiancee, 
Suzy, who introduces him to theater. Franck is a chef in a Parisian restaurant, working long 
hours; he divides what little free time he has between visiting his grandmother Paulette and his 
constant flow of female companionship. Franck and Philibert share a large apartment belonging 
to Philibert's recently deceased grandmother. Paulette, Franck's grandmother, has recently been 
moved into a rest home due to constant falls and other accidents around the house. 
These four characters come from very different backgrounds but eventually come 
together despite their differences forming what Gavalda refers to as the “Famille Bras Cassés” 
(381). Life is not always easy, nor does everything go according to a specific plan, yet as they 
find out, it is more important to be together, finding common ground in spite of their differences, 
than to be alone. 
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Presently, Gavalda's texts have not drawn much attention from scholars. In addition to 
book reviews, the only literary criticism that has been done is an article by Anne Strasser in the 
journal @nalyses, Revue de critque et de théorie littéraire, “Agnès Desarthe et Anna Gavalda : 
quand la cuisine fait recette en littérature.” The article simply details the concept of identity 
relating to food from a sociological standpoint; and while it is quite critical of both novels due to 
their popularity on the French market, it focuses largely on Mangez-moi by Desarthe. However, 
much of Gavalda's work has the makings of a feminist text, and can be analyzed applying critical 
feminist frameworks. 
The fields of gender studies and feminist theory utilize several key concepts, focusing on 
perceived differences  and differing treatment not only with regard to gender, but race, ethnicity, 
class, sexuality, and even religion, in an attempt to understand why certain groups are treated as 
“Others” in society. Gender studies not only attempt to analyze and deconstruct these societal 
perceptions, but also emphasize how consciousness-raising and activism can bring about 
positive, lasting social change in these matters. 
The main idea in gender studies is that gender and sex do not go hand in hand. Although 
a person's biological sex (male or female) is determined at conception, gender (boy/girl, 
man/woman) is a learned, and often performed, social construct. Simone de Beauvoir stated “one 
is not born a woman, but rather becomes a woman” (267). The majority of Western society has 
very distinct notions as to what constitutes “feminine” and “masculine” behavior. Typically, 
women are expected to be polite and caring, exhibiting a greater concern for others than for 
themselves, while men are expected to be tough, direct, and able to protect and financially “take 
care” of others. These gender stereotypes are ingrained beginning at birth with things as simple 
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as gender-biased colors: blue for boys and pink for girls, and often this separate treatment 
continues on through childhood into adolescence with gendered toys and gendered speech. 
Generally speaking, girls learn at a young age that certain candid behaviors are not considered 
ladylike and boys are often discouraged from showing their emotions. Males and females are 
repeatedly taught the roles that society expects them to play. Additionally, and more specifically, 
there are deep-rooted societal beliefs linking specific foods and food behaviors to gender. 
Hélène Cixous coined the French term écriture féminine in the 1970's and it “entailed the 
development of forms of writing which were resistant to (patriarchal) binary logic and to the 
obvious phallogocentrism of the French language, as well as a response to women's bodily 
experiences” (Jordan 13). This notion has been expanded today in Feminist Studies to include a 
broader definition of women's writing and as Shirley Ann Jordan asserts in her analysis in 
Contemporary French Women's Writing, “sometimes women writers do not highlight their 
gender but they frequently do, and when they do it is often in ways which link them interestingly 
to other women writers and allow us to think collectively” (16). In this way, Gavalda's recent 
text Ensemble c'est tout is representative of contemporary French women's writing and a variety 
of gender issues. Ensemble c'est tout is rich in examples of both stereotypical gender beliefs as 
well as more subversive and radical notions of these gender related stereotypes. Much of the text 
revolves around the institution of the French meal and how this relates to the gendered behavior 
that is performed throughout the novel. Furthermore, there is a notable shift from the outset of 
the book to its end, integrating diversity and change among the characters in order to create an 
ideal final setting.
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Due to the importance of food in French culture, the meal or “repas” is often seen as a 
societal institution. This institution goes hand in hand with the recent popularity of the Slow 
Food Movement, which promotes a return to healthier more traditional ways of eating and 
enjoying food, a concept that is virtually synonymous with the French “repas.” Therefore, my 
intent in this thesis is to analyze Gavalda's text Ensemble c'est tout from a feminist viewpoint 
focusing on the gendered performance of the novel's main characters (i.e. women and appetite, 
caregiver roles, etc.) as well as the way in which food performs throughout the text affecting the 
interpersonal relationships of commensality, urban, rural, and class relationships to food, and the 
importance of the kitchen as a place for exchange about and around food. If gender is a social 
construct that is influenced due to one's surroundings and food is one of the most basic and daily 
constructs there is, then it only makes sense that the interactions taking place during and around 
meals are representative of gendered performance. 
Additionally, there are those who might argue that Gavalda's work could be considered 
anti-feminist in much of its discourse, others could also claim that because her body of work is 
the literature of the masses, it has no business in academia. However, the fact that so many are 
currently enthralled with Gavalda's work, as well as the fact that the majority of her readership is 
a feminine audience, seems reason all the more to study her work from a feminist point of view. 
A female author writing about a variety of women's issues, which is in turn read by millions of 
women, essentially lends itself to research and analysis based upon current feminist issues that 
span the borders of age, race, and class. 
Chapter One illustrates various ways in which Gavalda subverts gender and the societal 
expectations surrounding gender through the blurring of boundaries in order to make way for 
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new classifications of gendered behavior in society. Feminist research is used to support 
examples from the text as to show that Gavalda undeniably adheres to many of the contemporary 
feminist ideals that find binary gender distinctions too inhibiting for individuals. The characters 
in Ensemble c'est tout are representative of the ideal that people should (and often do) display 
more characteristics of gender than simply masculine and feminine and that, instead of 
marginalizing individuals who do not conform to outdated, restrictive expectations there is 
indeed a need for a new space for them. 
This new space is the creation of “spatial justice,” a term which has gained popularity 
since 2008, combining social justice with the concept of physical space. In Gavalda's novel this 
space appears as a  utopian “third-space,” albeit not impossible. This notion is taken from the 
recent emergence of spatial justice as a means for academic discussion as “a response to the need 
felt to share thoughts about the relations between justice and space, beyond disciplinary, 
linguistic and cultural boundaries” (“Projet Scientifique Scientific Project”). As of late, the 
majority of work surrounding spatial justice exists in the physical realm of urban planning and 
development, however, the themes of space and social justice exist in the imagined realm of 
Ensemble c'est tout, as well.   
The discussion in Chapter Two addresses the recent changes in the institution of the 
French “repas,” emphasizing a promotion of the Slow Food Movement in order to allow 
everyone access to good, clean food no matter who they are. This shift is evidenced throughout 
the novel with respect to various aspects of the meal—supporting first a shift in current eating 
habits to more natural and traditional aspects of consumption, followed by a shift in gendered 
behavior to food and eating. Gavalda presents a character who is obviously suffering from 
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disordered eating; however, thanks to her relationships with others throughout the novel and “les 
mains qui se tendent autour d’elle pour lui enfourner des cuillères dans la bouche” she is able to 
heal from both physical and emotional afflictions (Message to Abby Heraud). All of the lead 
characters overcome personal and societal barriers that initially limit them because of who they 
are. However, once drawn together, Gavalda shows that diversity, tolerance, and tenderness can 
lead to limitless possibilities. 
Ensemble c'est tout should be seen as an effort to raise consciousness among readers in 
order to inspire the individual to act collectively to create long lasting change. It is only when all 
members of a society have a space of their own in which they can comfortably be themselves 
that true equality and social justice can exist. Gavalda manages to create such a space in which 
everyone is included irrespective of their race, class, or gender.
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CHAPTER 1 - Cooking up a Recipe for Androgyny: 
Gender Performance, Positive Androgyny, and the Creation of a 
Third-space 
Anna Gavalda's three lead characters Camille Fauque, Franck Lestafier, and Philibert 
Marquet de la Durbellière in Ensemble c'est tout display both stereotypical and  subversive 
gender traits. From a feminist standpoint, gender is a socially constructed concept, based upon 
binaries in a white, male-dominant culture. For Gavalda's characters to exhibit both masculine 
and feminine qualities within such a culture suggests that Gavalda has created a desirably 
androgynous space in which Camille, Franck, and Philibert navigate. Although their duality has 
explicit benefits and drawbacks in all aspects of their lives, it is not something that is achieved 
effortlessly. Nevertheless, their androgynous qualities triumph in the end, purporting a feminist 
ideal where gender roles have the possibility of being encompassing and society is sympathetic 
to its members. 
In this chapter, I will explore current feminist issues in Anna Gavalda's Ensemble c'est  
tout analyzing the notion of gender as performance, positive androgyny (according to Woodhill 
and Curtis' 2004 research), and the creation of a “third-space” for marginalized individuals in 
society, as well as what the implications are of the presence of these concepts in interpersonal 
relationships and contemporary mainstream literature.
For at least the past thirty years, gender studies has been trying to promote an ideal of an 
androgynous society, similar to Woodhill and Curtis' affirmation in the journal Sex Roles: “the 
traditional notion of androgyny is an identity that consists of a balance of positive feminine traits 
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and positive masculine traits. It is a balanced identity that supposedly combines the virtues of 
both genders” (16). As Woodhill and Curtis argue though, even when someone exhibits gender 
traits that are both masculine and feminine, those traits are not always positively connoted in our 
society, therefore their research provides new frameworks for viewing and classifying androgyny 
and androgynous behavior; Woodhill and Curtis attempt to further the discourse on androgyny, 
suggesting that there are two types of androgynous behavior: positive and negative. This is due 
to the likelihood of individuals adopting not simply the positive traits of either gender (16). 
In the end, they detail the possibilities of gender identity in today's society, noting that 
there are at least seven categories available ranging from the simple masculine/feminine binary 
to terms of positive and negative androgyny based upon how people react in different situations, 
enumerating various favorable and unfavorable masculine and feminine traits as points of 
reference for their proposal (Woodhill and Curtis 24). For example, traits such as independence 
and ambition are typically interpreted as “positive” masculine traits while compassion and 
tolerance are “positively feminine;” conversely selfishness and aggression are seen as “negative” 
masculine traits while being temperamental and submissive are “negatively” feminine (Woodhill 
and Curtis 17). However, in an androcentric or patriarchal society, there are very clear-cut 
definitions of what masculine and feminine stereotypes are, regardless of their (un)desirability, 
which men and women are expected to obey accordingly; if or when they do not, there are 
generally repercussions.
Feminist theorists such as Judith Butler and Judith “Jack” Halberstam have also 
contributed much to the subject of gender where the notions of performance and performativity, 
or “doing gender” are concerned. Feminist sociologists West and Zimmerman are credited with 
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coining the term “doing gender” which they define as: “a complex of socially guided perceptual, 
interactional, and micropolitical activities that cast particular pursuits as expressions of 
masculine and feminine "natures"” (126). Butler is one of the first feminist theorists to suggest 
that these so-called natures are merely performative acts that are learned and repeated in daily 
life (Hey 440). Gavalda's aforementioned characters all deviate in one way or another from their 
anticipated gender roles, or “natures,” but the ways in which the characters do so are as unique as 
they are. They each “do” their genders through performative acts, either literally or figuratively. 
“Doing gender” in today's society still entails a very different set of expectations between 
masculine and feminine roles. The dichotomy is constructed in a heterosexual context in which 
men must be men, women must be women, and men and women are expected to be together in 
order to procreate. In brief, it is routinely anticipated that men should be bigger and stronger than 
women in order to better physically protect and care for them; and according to a 1972 study by 
psychologist Joy Osofsky they are also “encouraged to be verbally and physically aggressive, 
whereas females have been discouraged and sometimes even prohibited from showing these 
traits” (414). Thus women are stereotypically viewed as smaller and daintier which is likely why 
they were referred to as the 'fair sex' for so long; in a society where heterosexuality is the norm, 
there is also an expectation for women to be attractive or take care in their appearance in order to 
attain a man. Osofsky's study notes that “there is also evidence to show that children, at least at 
an early age, have considered books and other things associated with school to be feminine” 
(414). 
Often, when a person demonstrates qualities that do not align with their expected gender 
roles, they make up for it in other ways; social chastising is typical, but sometimes they are able 
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to cover up what is perceived as lacking through performative acts, or if a small minority shares 
subversive traits, they can form a subculture within the larger hegemonic society. On the subject 
of social chastising is the notion that the worst thing a man or woman can be called is, in fact, a 
woman (Preston and Stanely 216). This statement may not seem powerful, but in referencing the 
majority of gender-based slurs, it proves to be true. Men who do not live up to societal 
expectations of masculinity are called “sissies,” “bitches,” or even “fags,” whereas women who 
do not fulfill their gender expectations are “bitches,” “sluts,” “cunts,” and even “dykes.” These 
derogatory insults criticize men and women who do not conform to the binary ideals assigned to 
them in a patriarchal society, because, as Women's Studies professor and scholar Mary 
Hawkesworth asserts: 
the natural attitude encompasses a series of "unquestionable" axioms about 
gender, including the beliefs that there are two and only two genders (…) all 
individuals can (and must) be classified as masculine or feminine - any deviation 
from such a classification being either a joke or a pathology. (649)
It is understandable then, at least to a certain extent, as to why people's position on 
gender and sex are so are so closely linked. We live in a society in which we are taught from a 
very young age that male equates to man or masculine, and female represents woman or 
femininity. Linguistically, the terms “masculine” and “feminine” are associated with 
oppositional lexemes such as “virile,” “superior,” “potent,” and “male” for men while feminine 
is referred  to as someone who is “girlish,” “kittenish,” and “soft” (Rogets 55). This further 
supports the long held notions that masculine and feminine are not only people, but terms that 
should be interpreted as polar opposites not to be combined. For the most part, members of 
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society act their parts accordingly, without questioning the implications of perpetuating such 
stereotypes.
Thanks to the work of feminists and queer theorists over the past few decades it has been 
ascertained that these gender stereotypes and the heterosexual “norm” are not in fact the norms 
for most members of society and that most binary gender roles are seen as restrictive. There has 
even been historical proof of societies in which a multiplicity of genders existed and were 
respected, two examples being the Mojave in Native American culture and Hirjas in Indian 
culture both of which have openly accepted a third gender (Fausto-Sterling 21). Furthermore, 
despite one's biological sex, people tend to relate to one or more characteristics of gender roles, 
an idea supported in a sociological study on gender by Evalyn Michaelson et al.: “even when 
[the individuals polled] define masculine and feminine as polar opposites, they frequently admire 
androgyny, that is, combinations of agency and communion, in individuals of either sex” (269). 
For these reasons, androgyny has become popular in feminist discourse due to the 
questions that it begs: if masculinity and femininity are fluid and open to people's perceptions 
and even institutional change, then is there room for more than just the masculine/feminine 
dichotomy at the table? The answer proposed by Woodhill and Curtis seems to be a resounding 
yes; however, as they suggest, androgyny is not simply a mono-faceted term—it requires further 
definitions. Due to creations of subcultures inside of hegemonic societies, spatial justice within 
third-spaces also seems possible. In other words, the creation of a space in which members of 
society fulfill and exhibit a variety of traits coming from both gender roles is necessary and 
desirable in order to surpass what keeps them from otherwise reaching their maximum potential. 
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In a word, is Woodhill and Curtis' suggestion of “desirable androgyny” combined with spatial 
justice finally synonymous with a feminist utopia (McLaughlin 193)?
“Doing” Gender: Show a little tenderness
At first glance three of Gavalda's three main characters could easily be described as 
typically feminine, masculine, or bourgeois, categorizing them by either a gender or class subset. 
While it may seem as though these characters are not doing anything significant to express their 
gender, analyzing each character fully from a feminist perspective and integrating Woodhill and 
Curtis' research on androgyny opens up the floor for a discussion on what Gavalda's intentions 
are in this novel, as well as turning the spotlight on the performative aspects of each character's 
genders.
In this way, Camille, Frank, and Philibert's means of  “performing the self entails the 
obligation to 'do' gender not as an act of intentionality, but as performance already set up by a 
pre-scripted rehearsal” (Hey 444). In other words, they, like most people, are unaware of the fact 
that they are cast into gendered roles in their daily lives. Habit and normalization of gender 
binaries contribute to this “pre-scripted rehearsal” as Hey refers to it (444). This does not mean 
however, that one cannot become aware of the expectations placed upon them by society or that 
we are in fact bound to static genders. Gavalda's characters each struggle with the expectations 
placed upon them by society, initially accepting them and feeling inadequate. However, Gavalda 
demonstrates over the course of the novel that it is possible to become cognizant of these societal 
pressures and readjust how the gendered self is viewed by the individual and society with 
characters who constantly “do” and “undo” their gender. Sociologist, feminist, and specialist in 
masculinity studies, Michael Kimmel describes his view of what it means to be a man in 
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contemporary Western society: “I view masculinity as a constantly changing collection of 
meanings that we construct through our relationships with ourselves, with each other, and with 
our world. Manhood is neither static nor timeless; it is historical. Manhood is not the 
manifestation of an inner essence; it is socially constructed (…) Manhood means different things 
at different times to different people” (82). 
Philibert's demeanor and manner for “doing” gender could be easily attributed to his 
aristocratic upbringing: he is polite (using “vous” instead of “tu” with his entire family and even 
with Camille although she asks him repeatedly not to do so), he knows proper etiquette, has a 
deep sense of propriety and is well educated, taking a sincere interest in the kings and queens of 
France, along with other historical facts pertaining to battles, et cetera, and he has a penchant for 
dressing well, though his tall, lanky physique often skews his efforts. However, within his 
family, the relations are strained and he is not treated as one of them:
Il venait de passer quinze jours humiliants sous le regard exaspéré de son père qui 
n'arrivait plus à cacher son désaveu. Un premier-né qui ne s'intéressait ni aux 
fermages, ni aux bois, ni aux filles, ni à la finance et encore moins à son rang 
social. Un incapable, un grand bêta qui vendait des cartes postales pour l'État et 
bégayait quand sa petite sœur lui demandait de passer le sel. Le seul héritier du 
nom et même pas fichu de garder un peu de prestance quand il s'adressait au 
garde-chasse. (307)
His father always treats him with this cold, reproachful disdain going so far as to compare his 
son to a “cancre” for being ironic and his inability to integrate extends from his family to the 
majority of society (511). He is an outsider, finding solace only in his relationships with Franck 
